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Introduction
A show in three acts
about a very particular and unmistakable coffee
Atelier Pellini is a stage set that presents the
experiences of a family of entrepreneurs who have traveled
the world in search of the best way to improve the delightful
flavor of their signature coffee. A family which looks for ways
to respect nature and the work of coffee-growers.
It is a story that begins with cultivation in the
Caribbean, South America, Africa and the East and finishes
in front of a steaming cup of coffee enjoyed at home, in a
coffee bar or any other place around the world. It is not about
words but about the colors, materials, processing, images,
light and the ingredients in an exotic recipe studied to inspire
well-being, self-assurance and contentment.
Atelier Pellini is an excellent opportunity for the
company to promote its own distinct and unique values on
the market. It is not only about providing accommodation,
education or evening events for guests but also about
offering a style and being a brand name, especially one quite
different from multinationals or companies that have lost
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their entrepreneurial identities.
I am talking about the way of “doing business” that
all Italian companies once possessed, giving substance to one
of the most famous brands in the world: “Made in Italy” or
rather “the Italian way of life.”
For this reason, I created a project that not only takes
into consideration the day-to-day features of the guesthouse
but also offers guests a memorable experience. At the
same time, it offers an effective story for those who are not
specifically visiting the Atelier but who will experience the
project through media and hopefully value it as a delightful
intersection of design, business and company communication.
I began this project in the summer of 2013.
From the beginning, it was clear that the Atelier had to
be a home: not a museum nor a showroom, neither a service
center nor a laboratory, not even a hotel or a conference
center. It had to be a home, a beautiful home.
A reassuring yet astonishing place, full of positive
energy in its own stimulating way.
Even though my professional experience may have
been better suited to the methods I actually decided to
discard, the thought of transforming all the professional
features of the Atelier into a home immediately seemed to be
a very interesting challenge.
Undoubtedly, I might have increased the depth of
the narrative by ‘domesticating’ some of the typical practices
of corporate life within a more confidential and reassuring
environment.
Yet our homes say such a lot about ourselves.
They certainly complete the picture of our personality
and represent, without filters, the way we see things.
It is the stationary place where we live our history.
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It can reveal personal aspects about ourselves that are
difficult to perceive from the fragments we express outside of
our domestic walls.
From the desks in our offices to the seats in the cars
we drive and the pockets in the clothes we wear, there is
something of us, something other than what we post on social
media, more than what we share with our friends, more than
what we enter into the address book of our smartphone.
They are the weavings in a puzzle, a close-up portrait
of ourselves, our image to the world which we have decided,
or otherwise, to live in.
Our homes embody so much more: there is everything
that those fragments cannot express. This is the reason
I decided that Atelier Pellini must be a family home and
nothing else.
Before explaining the project, and often while
skimming through the text, I speak about values such as
trademarks, business and communications. There are often
obvious references to the macroeconomic context. Then I
move on, without warning, to explain how some colors are
more appropriate than others in focusing on the idea in my
heart, deepening the detail of a blend of materials or the way
in which an object stands.
I realize that, in this book, I have chosen a rather
bizarre way of explaining my work on the Atelier project.
This is something completely normal for those who already
know me but perhaps rather abnormal to others who are
unused to my language.
In fact, I believe that the blend of approaches I have
used in this project demonstrates, more than anything else,
my professional history and - more generally - my way of
dealing with life.
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That subtle and perverse, almost obsessive
contemporary use of communication, graphics and design
alongside manufacturing, technology and the search for
quality of life and the history of things is certainly, and
apparently, much more complicated to explain than it is to
perceive in the things I do.
For this reason, I believe that the final result of the
project is much easier to understand than its narration.
Yet I also think that the latter can be enjoyable even
without the images, if nothing else than to allow readers
observe my drawings in more depth beyond the functional
appearance of the furnishings, to seek the values they express
and of the people who made them.
I’m not interested only in drawing objects but also in
designing the perception of those who will use them.
I like to think that every detail of the artefacts I am
developing helps generate a certain kind of reaction in the
people who use them.
In closing this introduction, I am sure that explaining
my origins will make things clearer.
Professionally speaking, I am a child of the 1980s,
the years of Memphis. Over the last thirty years, I have had
the good fortune of working and living near the people who
created it.
The “Memphis style” has been described as a shotgun
wedding between Bauhaus and Fischer-Price. Rationality and
enjoyment combined into remarkably reassuring and ironic
items (of art). It is a game I still enjoy playing.
Telling the story, through formal metaphors or
unexpected combinations hidden behind a color or texture,
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of the traditions of people or the enthusiasm of a company,
is more interesting than cataloguing, organizing and
rationalizing the journey of the Pellini brand. It was the most
entertaining choice that Marco Pellini and I could have made
together.
Coffee: a poor commodity but a luxury good
Coffee, in terms of raw materials, has never been
a privilege. It is unquestionably one of the most popular
products in the world. In spite of this, and probably more
than we realize, companies which produce coffee, except in
certain forms and in certain places, have exalted the natural
characteristics of the product that can now be considered a
luxury good.
The values we have built and can communicate will
become our gains and, according to consolidated logic,
become the point of arrival of privileged social strata, those
who occupy the highest levels in the pyramid of needs.
The pyramid of needs
This evolutionary social hierarchy is very interesting
and since the postwar period has been taken into serious
consideration by many people.
It all started with the studies of Abraham Maslow,
an American psychologist who, between 1943 and 1954,
developed the concept of “The Hierarchy of Needs” and
wrote “Motivation and Personality”, the book where he
published this pyramid.
According to Maslow, this scale of needs is divided
into five different levels, comprising certain basic human
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needs necessary for survival and others of a social nature that
are more complex. Individuals develop through progressive
satisfaction at the various stages.
This scale is internationally known as Maslow’s
Pyramid. In this classification, more than 3 billion Indians
and Chinese occupy the first level of basic human needs.
They are first on a ladder which, to make room for the
noblest aspirations of a fortunate elect few, had seen a sixth
level also added, where materialism is taken for granted and
everything is aimed at spiritual needs. Fine things of beauty
such as emotions, art, music, culture and well-being.
Referring to this pyramid and its most up-to-date
version with six levels, the one I prefer most. I can say that
the segments I consider to be the most interesting for our
work are the three levels that guide evolution. I am talking
about those individuals who have more experiences than
riches. Those who have risen to the fifth level of evolution or
even the sixth and who basically live experiences, beautiful
things and emotions: where art, music, culture and wellness
are the center of their focus.
Other than these, perhaps less nobly, yet nevertheless
effective in terms of consumption, I am also interested
in fourth-level individuals. Those who aspire to become
something more and, having set aside the stage of desire for
trifling things now seek luxury, fashion and prestige.
Supply and Demand
These undoubtedly minority upper levels are occupied
by wealthy people. They are certainly the individuals most
compatible with chances for success in Italy and our products.
These new segments undoubtedly lead and guide
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social evolution, and are rapidly evolving their logic of
relationship to supply.
In the past, their approach was characterized by a
passive position as spectators. Today they are becoming
actors playing more and more predominant roles.
Evaluating the facts within a historical perspective,
with the help of my friend Remo Lucchi, founder of GFK
Eurisko and attentive observer of consumer styles especially
“Customer Experience,” I have distinguished three historical
eras in the recent relationship between consumers and supply.
The era of the product
Until 15 years ago, while the East was still looking
into Europe through a window, actually when their window
on the rest of the world was still closed, in the West the
relationship between demand and supply was characterized
by acritical and submissive attitudes.
As ever, when people are uncultured and unevolved,
the logic of dependency is vertical. Supply, indifferent and
insensitive, always did whatever it wanted to exploit every
situation.
The era of attention to consumers
The 1990s had to arrive before there was a sense of
change, to see critical capacity grow. An ever-increasing
number of consumers were becoming aware of their
individuality and began to add a larger dose of rights
alongside their duties.
Suppliers are expected to ensure horizontality, fairness
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and honesty.
Sustainability is the most demanding concept and
short-term logic, at times very obvious in some markets,
causes loss of loyalty and abandonment of brands that do not
uphold these new principles.
Individuals begin to make their own choices and the
concept of critical mass quickly grew old as people became
aware of their uniqueness.
The era of attention to the individual
Today, all this no longer suffices: suppliers cannot
merely be honest - they are expected to have a heart.
They have to recognize that customers are not only
consumers but also and above all individuals who have a
certain way of life and needs that go beyond the consumption
of a certain product.
They also need a great deal of help.
Consumers, if they are to be loyal, expect to be
surprised.
And suppliers must give more than is expected.
Attention to the special features of individuals must
be maximized by companies.
Direct and well thought out communication designed
to be an advantage for the customer becomes not just
desirable but fundamental.
Extreme trust
This is a very recent and little-practiced era, but it
promises very much in terms of a resumption of customer
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loyalty.

The goal is to build Extreme Trust; the method is that
the customer can be no other than a true “patron.”
Pleasantly surprised
“Pleasantly surprised” means giving more than what
your counterparts expect.
When you go beyond upholding an exchange
considered fair, as equals, the receiving party will be impacted
in a particularly positive way. It is the act of attention, of
unexpected courtesy, of unselfish donation, without rushing
or expecting anything in return, which is striking and creates
gratitude.
If you want to receive smiles and more, if you want to
set up an important and satisfying relationship, you have to
move first and know how to give.
Like an act of love.
And real acts of love have always had important
returns
Atelier Pellini is an act of love, perhaps the most
unexpected and, for that, certainly the most beautiful.
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Act One
A trip around the world, the red ukulele
and a flying saucer
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Furnishings inspired by coffee’s lands of origin
These are home to the finest memories and notes
from trips to distant places that have become familiar to
the owners. The Atelier is now embellished by those sofas,
armchairs and stools that welcome guests and create the
backdrop for everything that happens in this windowed loft.
They are a kind of acknowledgement, paying tribute
to the people entrusted with the task of growing Arabica
and Robusta - the two varieties of coffee that, blended or in
purity, characterize the flavor of coffee.
In this large windowed space, on the two opposing
sides twenty meters apart, I arranged two seating areas on
two different carpets. They are intended to give guests the
chance to choose, based on taste or mood, where they will
sit to chat or relax. The many places to sit down include
armchairs, sofas and stools, to some of which I attributed
more importance than others.
There are those that I created by restoring and
interpreting certain objects found in the company’s old
roasting storehouse and others we found along the way that
the eclectic language of the two relaxation areas inspired.
Next to the conventional chairs there is “Mezzadro”
(sharecropper) a stool of which I am very fond of. It is the
work of Achille Castiglioni, one of my favorite designers, and
I had one in my studio for more than thirty years but then
lost track of it. Fate brought it back to me. It was designed
in 1957 with the idea of using the seat of a farm tractor built
around fifty years earlier. It seemed to be a fine reference to
the agricultural nature of coffee and those who grow it.
On the other side of the large lobby, I placed an
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object very similar to the “Mezzadro” (sharecropper) and
perhaps even more important in the narrative language of
our journey. It is called “Ceci n’est pas a brouette” (This is
not a wheelbarrow).
A surrealist object designed by Philippe Starck about
twenty years ago.
In the 1990’s Philippe, in his constant search for new
models of expression, was seduced by surrealism and in
particular by photographer Man Ray.
Paying homage to him, he came up with the idea of
creating an object inspired by Belgian surrealist painter René
Magritte “Ceci n’est pas une pomme” dating back to 1964,
or “ La trahison des images “ (1929) with the inscription
“This is not a pipe”, so in 1995 he created “This is not a
wheelbarrow.” It is another beautiful object inspired by work
and made with genius and irony.
There is another meaningful seat that introduces a
topic dear to us.
The Vermelha (“red” in Portuguese) was created by
overlapping of hundreds of weaves on the base frame.
About five hundred meters of a special acrylic cord,
coated with red cotton, is first woven on the frame and
then is knotted at random places to create the subsequent
overlapping effect.
It was designed by two Brazilian brothers: Fernando
and Humberto Campana. One is a designer and the other
is a lawyer, and they have introduced the wonderful practice
of “re-cycling” into their own country, as well as to the rest
of the world by creating ironic and innovative furnishings
which are full of energy of the land that inspires them.
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A completely red corner for music: the color of coffee beans
The red scene
Red is the color of coffee and its beans. It is also the
color of energy: with this in mind, I developed a snapshot,
a frame dedicated to music, the true social fuel of people
in the Caribbean or South Africa, and of those unfortunate
social classes of Africa who nonetheless are neither inert nor
resigned.
Their rhythms, their energy, the harmonies of the
ukulele, the rhythms of a bass, can take over and become the
protagonists of evenings in the Atelier.
Resting on a red carpet that was recalling a print
by Frank Shepard Fairey, are two chairs designed at the
beginning and middle of last century by two great masters of
European design.
They are both Chesterfields and recall the classical
model of Edwardian England, take up by Renzo Frau in the
first catalog of 1912 that took inspiration from the sofas and
armchairs found in great numbers in the clubs and English
country houses in those years.
They are remarkably iconic items I found in the old
roasting room. Both have been restored and re-upholstered
with new red leather which fades into the carpet following
the same fate as the bass and ukulele which also blend into
the furnishings.
This fusion encourages the observer to eliminate
the importance of the shape of the objects in favor of their
chromatic message.
The third chair introduces a topic dear to us.
The color red in this way becomes the code of music
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and is repeated further within the same large windowed room
and again throughout the Atelier.
Hanging in the main area of the large hall, in front of
the studio’s balcony, is the “Disco Volante”, a disc-shaped
audio device with smart LED lighting. It will fill evenings
with music and lights and will accompany work days or
convivial dinners. It is a customized version of one of the most
spectacular elements of a series of audio-video equipment I
personally designed and produced with the aim of defining a
new “social” trend for next-generation devices.
The Atelier is home several prototypes and several
customized versions of this new line.
You can find them inside and outside the structure
backing up educational and play activities with informative
and entertainment functions.
You will find more detailed information about these
projects in the closing pages of this book.
The scene of the feast
Conviviality (from Latin word “convivium” meaning
feast or banquet) in the Italian and Latin philosophical,
religious and literary tradition is the solemn community
lunch accompanied by intellectual conversation.
The Atelier’s mission encouraged me to add the
quotation of Plato’s Symposium (the Greek equivalent) and
more precisely of the “Convivium” of Dante Alighieri, which
takes up the metaphor of the “cultural meal”.
It is not a rule but an invitation to avoid excess.
The perhaps stark appearance of the paintings with
their gilt frames is offset by more confidential details such as
the absence of lavish chandeliers, or the simple marble table
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with yellow lacquered legs and the chairs with upholstery in
the same color.
A table to learn
The kitchen is a setting where, in addition to preparing
food, you will be able to learn how to make food, guided by
star chefs and experts in modern catering. In addition to the
cooking tops among the technical equipment in the kitchen,
I have added a long marble table and a series of seats designed
to welcome guests attending cooking lessons with expert
chefs.
The table was made by using two marvelous slabs of
book-matched marble supported by a sturdy seven-meter
long metal structure. The legs are placed at the ends to lighten
overall impact. The support structure was initially envisaged
in wood but during the execution phase we preferred a more
reassuring metal solution based on weathering steel .
The main feature of this material is its self-protection
against corrosion thanks to the formation of a compact
surface patina. Its final appearance varies in tone over time.
For the kitchen in the Atelier we chose to block this color
process when the surface burnishing an intermediate shade
between the color of the wooden floor and that of the marble
slab.
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The color of coffee and a globe
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The studio and the color brown
This floor is completely dedicated to study. If I were
not afraid of being misunderstood, I would also say to science,
the knowledge of everything behind the colonial goods and
the social impact they have had in the last centuries around
the world.
This is the place where guests will spend most of their
time while staying at the Atelier in order to learn about what
the Pellini Company proposes for its products and services.
It is not about instructing salespeople, technicians
and managers or about telling fairytales to clients, purchasing
groups or suppliers. The focus is on the substance, method
and style created by the company and the hands of the family
that founded it whose name it has always borne.
In this area, based on the laws of colors, I was obliged
to use brown, or “coffee brown” as many prefer to call it.
I find it to be an elegant color if it is used appropriately.
Generally speaking, this color should not be overdone if one
wants to avoid a 1970s effect.
But I did so, running this risk in order to give the
entire setting a unitary and serious tone. To avoid the déjà-vu
effect, I matched it with a series of colorful furnishings on
the west side of the balcony and with the pure white columns
that start from the floor and reach up to the open space of
the glass ceiling.
A while ago, I wasn’t afraid to talk about seriousness
since the fourth scene can hardly be misunderstood.
The large work table captures the attention of everyone
reaching this floor. Eighteen square meters of opaque brown
wood speak very clearly.
At this table, you neither eat nor play but, rather,
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work together.
The eighteen chairs set around the table invite
everyone to look each other in the eye and collaborate.
Working together as a group to share experience and
knowledge and acknowledging everyone at the same level is
a clear message which cannot be misinterpreted.
Even the chandelier, with its arms stretching out to all
the sides of the table, provides light to each person without
distinction and without privileges.
This scene fills the central space of the balcony floating
inside the large glassed-over space of the hall. Of the two
walls north and south of the room, the one favoring natural
light is completely transparent, to the extent that I found it
necessary to filter it.
Three paintings on canvas of flora and fauna
surrounding coffee plantations accomplish the purpose
of adding value to the environment while maintaining an
appropriate tone.
They will be replaced at intervals by other images
keeping pace with the mood of the Atelier and the topic of
meetings with guests.
I placed several stools in front of the paintings as a
fine example of the avant-garde in Italian design by Achille
Castiglioni in 1958 that guests may find useful during breaks
to stretch their legs during longer meetings.
Some exercise balls and some gym equipment that can
be used for the same purpose are aligned along the opposite
wall underneath the pleasant image of a supple brunette
model.
Multimedia, Culture, Information and…
The fifth scene is the most hidden.
A double-sided bookcase divides a portion of the first
level separating it from the larger space of the studio.
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Books and magazines are arranged on both sides by
subject.
They suggest insights and distractions for short breaks
during meetings or longer waiting times.
Against the dramatic stage-setting of the Atelier, they
create a thematic backdrop to the two scenes: the great studio
table and the next scene, the multimedia room.
New media, but even those somewhat older, cannot
be overlooked by such an important observatory focusing on
the market of one of the most important commodities in the
world economy. The coffee market is only second only to
petroleum and its cultivation is the first source of income for
over twenty million individuals.
It goes without saying that the interests of a company
that buys directly in the places of origin the raw material,
processes it and distributes it across four continents, must
give information the space it deserves.
It enjoys appropriate space in the Atelier.
I avoided any reference to the meeting rooms or TV
rooms typical of certain hotels, since they are often very sad
and totally unsuitable to the style of our mood.
Rather, I thought that, during such activities, we
generally want to feel comfortable. The ideal place is normally
an armchair at home. That’s why I arranged so many of them,
all different, ideally as “each guest’s own armchair.”
Naturally, they all are all the same color but with quite
different shapes and types of seat to reflect the eclectic and
multicultural style of the Atelier.
At the same time, without doing away with necessary
references to composure, they add an air of importance, I
might almost say of richness.
Nobody however excludes that, besides work
commitments and academic purposes, this room is the ideal
place for cultural or sporting events after dinner at the Atelier
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or perhaps even for a PlayStation challenge between people
taking part.
The planetarium
The sixth is my favorite scene, the most impressive
and the most spectacular. The most pertinent to the area
where it is located - the studio – and also the only space that
creates a sense of relationship to travel in the lobby. It does
so with elegance and showmanship combining concreteness
and awesomeness.
I’ve called it “the planetarium” even if the only planet
present is our own.
In the background of the studio, looking eastward,
there is a globe almost two meters in diameter where firm
land, seas and oceans are drawn.
There are no borders drawn nor even names of cities
on this globe.
Our old planet is a beautiful thing all on its own.
During the day, it is completely illuminated and in the
evening, following the logic of astronomy, it receives light
from the side of the sun that illuminates it by nature.
In the areas of light, it is daytime and in those of dark
it is nighttime; those who are patient can tell exactly when the
sun will rise.
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The perfume of coffee and a secret room
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Conversation with nature
A green laboratory: the color of a leaf
Nature is often cited in many areas of the Atelier and
is the protagonist of “Laboratory” scene.
In fact, coffee is an agricultural commodity, in other
words a “fruit of nature”.
The harvest, grading and all other stages involved
in studying and preparing the product are all activities
supervised by Pellini to achieve the utmost.
These are very complicated and difficult processes
to manage when also taking into consideration the entirely
natural variability of the characteristics of the raw material.
Despite this, modern industry is capable of marketing
products with constant quality having controlled features in
terms of taste and appearance.
Fortunately and unfortunately, the task does not end
with packaging the product.
It is in the coffee bar or on the distribution shelves
where Pellini’s cycle of activities comes to an end.
All of the quality expectations that have accompanied
the company, from picking the beans to roasting them come
to fruition right in front of the eyes of the customer.
The management of coffee machines and related
equipment is crucial in completing the company’s quality
process.
Grinding and extracting the beverage are important
steps but often, since they are technical activities, they are
logistically less important in terms of company training.
Yet here, in the Atelier, that mustn’t happen.
So far, we have focused on an exciting path where
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situations, from the more enjoyable to those linked with
study, take place in areas of high quality, designed so that
every detail ensures a memorable experience. We cannot run
the risk of interrupting the chain of these values precisely
when the best is still to come.
Contrary to all logic applied elsewhere, the laboratory
has to be the most amazing location in this journey.
After all, people who work in coffee bars are our
ambassadors. Their involvement and motivation directly
influence the end result of the product and even more so
the relationship with consumers. For this reason, in the
laboratory, we treat them as privileged guests.
It is reached from the upper floors by a side door,
entering an area with four elegant green leather sofas as the
main features arranged in front of a wall of plants that acts
as the backdrop for briefings and everything else that will
happen in this well-illuminated space.
At first glance, it is a place for conversation immersed
in greenery yet - out of sight of our guests - the Atelier has a
hidden surprise in store.
The Machine Room
Adjacent to this area, there is “the machine room.”
In this space, we will introduce the general concepts
and style of relationship that Pellini wants to create with final
customers.
As we said, “the machine room” will be a surprise for
guests. They will be invited to get up from the armchairs and
move towards semi-transparent door of an invisible room.
Turning on the bright sky lighting of the “secret room”
reveals its features and the doors disappear to create a natural
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continuity between the different areas of the “laboratory”.
In the eyes of the beholder, an overwhelmingly
technological environment will appear and all the guests
will have the opportunity to chat with the tutor through an
audio-video link that allows multimedia applications and
even remote connections.
There is no color in this room; all surfaces are in metal
or glass to inspire cleanliness and thoroughness.
The olfactory
Coffee is known for its flavor but above all for the
aroma that it releases into the air. I found it correct and
stimulating to expand the sphere of knowledge of our guests
to include the field of sensory perception.
My goal was to contextualize the aroma of coffee into
the world of perfumes.
Within the Atelier, sensory perception is located in
the laboratory complex and is a functional part of it.
In particular, it is in the hallway that leads to the
facilities.
There are two entrances: one from the conversation
room and the other directly from the outside.
Other than being a mere matter of flavor, coffee
arouses or resurrects multiple emotions. That is because there
are many varieties of coffee and each one has a unique and
unmistakable aroma. It is because of coffee’s special feature
of having and developing so many facets, that the perfume
industry has opened its doors to the famous bean.
Through sensory perception, the also laboratory has a
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small functional extension that allows guests to enjoy a very
interesting experience from a sensorial point of view that
may help them in their profession.
Generally, as regards aroma, only two types of coffee
are used (Arabica and Robusta) which, however, have many
characteristics based on other factors such as altitude, climate,
soil type and harvesting and roasting methods.
It is precisely in this last stage where all the aromas
are released.
At this point, we speak about floral or spicy fragrances,
based on the perfume of the oils released during the roasting
process.
An inebriating aroma and complex taste
In perfume laboratories, only high quality coffee
beans are used which contain double the amount of essential
oils than ordinary ones.
It is an intoxicating aroma with a complex taste.
In order to expand this awareness, I created a sensory
perception venue, a place where people can truly appreciate
the way in which coffee is associated with other fragrances.
Comparing it to tobacco, for example, reveals its
oriental side, usually heightened by association with vanilla,
benzoin and Tonka beans.
I will mention only one of the many passionate
perfume makers who have used it in their creations: Jean
Jacques, a young nose from Takasago who claims he is
completely seduced by coffee.
When Torrente, the French maison de couture,
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contacted him for its fragrance for women named “L’Or”,
the perfume maker attempted to find a new companion for
the widely used absolute rose. To be original, he had to find
one with an intriguing note. “I wanted to use a flavor, and
so I chose coffee for its cool dimension (fresh coffee) which I
made more strident by combining it with rosehip.
Later, I wanted to make it more sensual and
perturbing: so, I finished it with vanilla.
Coffee has two facets: one fresh and expanding, the
other as warm and sensual as the espresso coffee pot itself.
I wanted a kind of preparation with a smooth flavor,
like the bottom of a cup of sugary coffee because I wanted
to achieve and generate feelings of well-being, without
any aggression, because Torrente’s haute couture is always
pleasing to the eye.
And so, this coffee fragrance warms the rose and
softens it, giving it a new complexion.”
The Changing Rooms
In the sensory perception area, I introduced a formal
tone inspired by thermal spas through the use of alternative
formats and ways of converting classic shapes of basins into
objects with different purposes and functions.
The same logic was used in the changing rooms.
This area is accessed directly from the sensory
perception area.
I decided to balance facilities for men and women
differently.
Women generally need more space in bathrooms and
men are bulkier when in the shower.
For this reason, while maintaining substantial
symmetry, the different changing room areas will cater
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specifically for these needs by creating two different situations
within a well-defined and elegant style that ensures a fine
balance between privacy and shared spaces.
I wanted to introduce a certain amount of innovation
even for the small personal gestures made trivial by everyday
routine, such as washing your hands, fixing make-up or
freshening up before resuming activities.
In particular, I decided to drastically reduce the size
of the horizontal surface of the basins to emphasize vertical
impact.
Even their depths are reversed, whereby the first
surface is almost flat to create a useful shelf and the second
deeper to accommodate objects and accessories to embellish
it.
My goal was to develop functional furnishings that
tell a story, suggesting everywhere references in keeping with
the style of the Atelier.
The reduced depth of the washbasins, for example,
allows guests to reach the mirror without having to lean
forward and the continuity of the blades of flowing water
does not impose a single point where people have to stand
- wherever you place your hands, they activate a flow of
lukewarm water mixed with air.
The secret cellar
The Atelier has a secret room. A room allowing access
only to a selected few.
This is the wine cellar.
A large room which, in addition to storing bottles
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from cellars all over the world, allows small groups of people
to enjoy tastings accompanied by quality food in an elegant
and private setting.
Meals are prepared in the kitchen on the floor above
and will brought to table by the dumb waiter between the
kitchen and the room next to the cellar.
You simply pass through the door that connects to
them to reach the guests.
This door will not only ensure these services but will
also consign precious drinks during “convivium” dinners.
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The Atelier: the script of a true story
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Two worlds by the same ocean
The Atelier represents the script of a true story.
A story about the commitment of a family to the
world of coffee, their search for the values that has inspired a
century of work and of a contemporary way of communication
that is able to engage the interest and loyalty of current and
potential consumers.
The tale has two distinct finales, both perfect and
credible.
A cheerful and colorful one and the other more
serious and complex.
They are dedicated to two of the most important
coffee producing countries.
They are Brazil and Ethiopia: two typical coffeegrowing communities yet equally typical of their respective
continents, South America and Africa. Two worlds bordering
on the same ocean yet also by the tears of their peoples’
hardships.
They are two huge pools of resources not easily found
elsewhere in the Northern hemisphere, certainly more evolved
and richer but burdened with debt to Southern countries.
The art, physical strength and humility of these
peoples have been and will inevitably and hopefully continue
to be the fuel and source of inspiration for countries that have
welcomed generations of voluntarily or forced immigrants
from southern continents.
The East
During this tour across meridian lines, we have
moved more to the west than the east - only four-time zones
eastward compared to eight-time zones toward the west.
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In doing so, this means excluding Asia which - in terms of
coffee production and even more specifically in terms of
consumption - is perhaps the geographical area with greatest
potential. I would say that it is precisely the enormous
dimensions of development prospects on oriental markets,
with special reference to India and China, which prompted
me to consider the role of the geographic area most closely
linked to the future of Pellini Coffee rather than narrate the
company’s founding values.
In fact, the Asian market, thanks to its exponential
growth, is an extraordinary market for all countries producing
quality goods. As far as we Italians are concerned, we are
well aware of how we can represent, in terms of image, the
reference points for the wealthy classes in new markets.
Likewise, we are aware of the logic of spreading values so
that they consistently go viral towards those groups over time.
The urbanization of eastern countries and new
individual awareness in western countries will give an
increasing number of individuals access to goods and services
that in the past were privileges for only the most prosperous
classes.
The Brazilian Suite: the color of fantasy
The two suites represent two worlds, the cheerful,
energetic and colorful one of South America and the dignified,
capricious and evocative one of Africa.
In both spaces, I started off from the idea that the
functionally these rooms should be perceived as places where
people can relax. I therefore immediately discarded the idea
of a conventional ceiling and all those blankets, linen and
anything else that make guests feel like prisoners in a room
that might even have embarrassed guests on arrival. So, I
designed a suitable daybed for both suites that could to be
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used as a sofa during the day and adapted comfortable at
night with more creative accessories than simply a classic set
of sheets and blankets.
In the Brazilian suite, I thought it would be a fine idea
to find a way to turn the daybed in a piece of furniture like a
hammock. Hanging from the ceiling by multicolored straps,
I felt this solution to more consistent with the spirit I wanted
to infuse in this open space.
The straps secured to beams of the ceiling reaching
down to the base of the bed were inspired by the bracelets
that decorate the wrists of Brazilians and their guests in the
crowds on ocean beaches.
I also enjoyed separating the different mattresses to
increase the naïf effect of the composition. The three different
mattresses are perfectly functional for the comfort of guests
since, as with all the best products, comfort is achieved by
using progressively softer layers from the bottom up.
I also highlighted this structural feature by defining
the different levels of hardness with different graphics of
mattresses. It is a functional choice that ironically highlights
the quality of a product.
Even if the daybed was my starting point, it is the last
thing that guests see when visiting this room.
The entrance, in fact, emphasizes the more public
area of this large space.
It’s impossible to talk about Brazil and not think
about its legendary beaches and gorgeous avenues separating
them from inhabited areas.
And it was the landscaper Roberto Burle Marx who
drew those wonderful patterns that we all remember.
When designing the twenty kilometers of seafront
that separate the Museum of Modern Art from Leblon
Beach, passing by way of the Flamengo, Botafogo, Leme,
Copacabana and Ipanema beaches, he did not merely create
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the largest urban landscape in the world but was able to give
shape and a special identity to the area linking the city and
the ocean.
I chose two of them - Copacabana and Ipanema –
the two beaches separated by the stones of Arpoador, the
surfers beach, to create the decoration for the two round rugs
placed in front of the day-bed and in the living area of the
suite. Set against these colorful furnishings are the black and
white graphic motifs which I felt were the best way to add
something extra to the story while enhancing the comfort of
the suite.
A large flag table completes the room’s amenities.
Yellow and green paint along a wall of bricks creates a fine
contrast of colors and materials.
Between the two windows next to the table, I placed a
neon sign to illuminate the area as casually as possible.
Actually, behind the apparent superficiality of the
“pop imagery” in this area there are many symbols.
The national colors of Brazil, are a representation
of the riches of the nation. Green is the exuberance of the
Amazon rainforest, while the yellow diamond represents the
gold reserves of the country.
Between 1500 and 1900, more gold was extracted in
Brazil than the rest of the world put together.
The large loft is enclosed on its long sides by two
brick walls. The end wall is the only colorful one throughout
the Atelier. I chose a shade of blue closest to the color of
the sky after a thunderstorm; clear and transparent, almost
immaterial.
In the center of this wall, I designed a large rose
window, which visible on the west side; it’s the only perfectly
round opening in the building.
The light filters through the two-color weave of
colored rattan. This installation embodies the spirit of the
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suite, of Brazilian identity and the tradition that comes from
the Indigenous natives, Africans and Europeans.
Brazil has an abundance of natural materials and
fibers but is also makes extensive use of plastic and more
generally also reuses the most disparate materials, including
semi-finished products coming from industrial processes.
About 20 million craftsmen live in Brazil, an incredible
laboratory for sustainability where recycling materials and
eco-friendly attitudes are common practice. My intention was
to create an opportunity to interweave all this with European
elegance, while filtering Brazilian history and traditions
though a specifically Italian matrix of irony and lightness.
The worthy conclusion to this story lies in the “room
of rain.”
Beyond the glass section separating the larger area
from the open space, on the wall opposite of the rose window,
there is a playful space, designed to enjoy the well-being of
tropical rainfall without losing visual or spatial connection
with the rest of the room, its colors, lights or guests.
In reality, the interruption is only functional. In fact,
the glass stands on the floor without altering the design.
There is a large sliding door that allows people to pass freely
from the dry area to the run-off area.
From this space, by opening two butterfly doors
hidden by their reflective surfaces, one can access a traditional
bathroom with a shower and toilet facilities.
The latter are usually hidden away and merely
functional, assuming that what we do here there deserves
no more attention than that of a toothbrush: efficient,
comfortable, hygienic and even pretty but little else. I think
differently, believing that, for exactly the reason why we enter
this room on our own is why I would like to include a more
personal, I might even say more accurate message.
For the Brazil suite in question, I tried to think like
the Brazilians.
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Brazil has always experienced a crisis by reacting
positively to it and by having the ability to get accustomed
to change.
Brazilians are always ready to adapt to new situations
and are a people who are used to starting over from scratch
and re-creating their lives. Many people in Brazil live in a
constant state of necessity and this condition often produces
creativity and poetry.
Many objects are created by giving a second life to
others. The practice of reuse, which I mentioned earlier, is
common here, even more so than the recycling often required
of advanced industrial processes.
That’s why I thought about creating a compound
object from something created in Brazil and loved by many
people – and not just Brazilians.
I created a chandelier using hundreds of colorful
votive ribbons.
The ribbons I used were souvenirs from the church
“Nosso Senhor do Bonfim” in Salvador de Bahia.
In a side room (Sala dos Milagres) of this Church,
which is some way from the historical center of Pelourinho,
there is a museum of votary items brought by worshippers of
Lord of Bonfim in gratitude after receiving divine grace.
Visiting the church is an unforgettable experience.
Votive ribbons, tied in knots on every available surface,
flutter in the breeze alongside the rustle of the prayers and
desires of people seeking health, happiness, prosperity, love,
work and balance here.
The image of Christ, called “Senhor do Bonfim”,
arrived in Salvador de Bahia in 1740 thanks to Theodosio
Rodriguez de Faria, a Portuguese traveler.
Already in the early eighteenth century, red ribbons
were a popular souvenir among the local people.
They has exactly the same length at the right arm of
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the venerated image: forty-seven centimeters. That’s why the
ribbon is also called “Medida do Bonfim” (the Measurement
of Bonfim).
As well as red, over time other colors were added.
Each color, according to tradition, corresponds to one of the
semi-divinities of the African-American syncretic religions,
the Orixás.
Today, the fame of Salvador de Bahia’s votive ribbons
is especially based on the popular tradition whereby people
tie them to the wrists of other people: at each knot, a wish
is made ... and, as these knots become naturally untied, it
means that the wish has come true.
I’m sure that the chandelier, which hangs from the
beams above the oval window in turn opening on the rear
wall of the small room, will surely fascinate the guests and
I am equally sure that many will remember the person who
tightened the knots of their Bonfim ribbon and the outcome
of the wishes they made.
The Ethiopian suite: the seduction of black
Water is readily available in Brazil and especially
encouraged the exuberant Amazon vegetation; however,
in Africa, especially in the equatorial area, water is scarce.
This urged me to create an ideal link between the rooms that
narrate two stories about the world of coffee.
A rain room identical to the one for Brazil is reflected
in the suite dedicated to Ethiopia. The washbasin area and
toilet facilities are also the same. The only exception is the
chandelier.
For the suite dedicated to Africa, I tried to find a
different solution, not so much in as formal terms as regards
content.
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I have been in the world of communication and design
long enough to know that what is new and innovative cannot
ignore the cultural roots of those who create them and above
all those who perceive them.
For this reason, designers search through the folds of
history and the unpublished references of customs to discover
something recognizable which has never been seen before.
In this context, I have to say that the history of Africa,
according to the dominant paleo-anthropological model, in
fact represents the beginning of humanity itself, so it is easy
to think that the intellectual DNA of each and every one of
us has a touch of Africa.
I’m personally fascinated by African ornaments,
in particular their importance for various tribes and the
diversity of styles, from the smallest to the most spectacular.
Metals, minerals and organic materials - everything in this
country becomes an embellishment for the bodies of local
people. In the Fulbe tribe, for example, men dance covered
in jewels in a competition whereby young women choose the
most handsome men.
Covers for genital areas made from shells as well as
the buttock-covers of the Mongbetu and Mongo tribes are
embellished with geometric drawings to capture the attention
of the person to be conquered.
To emphasise the outline of the mouth or the word
instrument whereby traditions are handed down, Ethiopian
women commonly use a labial plate.
Besides these ornaments, African tribes make
extensive use of hard stones; yet their true love focuses onto
glass beads. Many of them, for example the Zulu in South
Africa, have developed a code for the size and colors of their
pearls.
Wealth and social status require large and colorful
beads.
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To improve fertility, they choose blue ones, while red
ones are required for ceremonies.
Age and wisdom are witnessed by the color black.
High rank requires yellow, while gold indicates a long life.
If a woman is married or a man is a warrior or an
elder, the role of conveying identity and cultural significance
is entrusted to decorations.
Their uses differ from people to people but the
common denominator is their function of seduction.
This is why I sought to evoke this in the chandelier
installation, bearing in mind that the Latin term “se-ducere”
literally means “to lead oneself” but also to “lead oneself off
the straight path”. This is the version I like best. I imagine
that this sensation of suspended necklaces may be a welcome
surprise for guests and also an explicit reference to the
strength of Africa and the meaning of its traditions.
Some necklaces can be removed from the bright
support holding them. The mirror is too close to resist the
temptation of trying them on.
Our hope is that by doing this, our guests will
perceive the energy that inspired us in creating the Atelier
and perhaps, at least for a moment, as they observe their
image in the mirror, they will be enchanted.
The Ethiopian bathroom is the most seductive while
its Brazilian counterpart is the most nostalgic; the only
difference between the two lies in the objects hung on the
luminous supports, bracelets on one and necklaces on the
other.
Objects charged with meanings, history and traditions,
perhaps enough to understand the similarities and differences
between the peoples who created them; perhaps what they
represent is simply a detail of the story that we wanted to
share of the two countries where our raw material is grown.
The destinations of so many trips made in the search
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for quality have introduced us to the life and history of
wonderful peoples. The Atelier’s guest rooms, unfortunately,
have space for only a few items so we chose them with great
care and this is the reason why our “mise-en-scène” has two
finales.
Describing the second act, the one about the room
dedicated to Ethiopia, I began with the more hidden, more
reserved room - the one that in some way brings the two
finales closer together.
Telling the tale from the beginning, the first thing we
must say is that the African room is a little less generous in
terms of space than its South American counterpart and this
is why the furnishings are all visible at a single glance.
This is why I favored the use of black.
Black is the base color of the large bed, the large wall
cabinet built-into the entrance, the leather sofa and lamp
attached to it are also black.
The only concession to color is found in a handful
of secondary furnishing elements such as pillows, some
accessory seats and the flag table also present in this suite
near the entrance.
Black, for the Newtonian eye of science, is not
considered to be a color; nor is white. But in terms of culture
they are the most important colors, the true primary colors.
In this regard, to redeem the symbolic value of the
color black, I’d like to talk about the work of Brent Berlin and
Paul Kay, two ethnologists from the University of California.
Searching for names of colors, in something like
ninety-eight languages, they found that all languages have
names for black and white, that if a language has a name for
a third color, it is universally red, and if a fourth and a fifth
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exist, then they are universally yellow or green, followed by
blue as sixth, brown as seventh, and so forth, on a scale that
works almost without exceptions in all different languages.
These rules apply even in sub-Saharan Africa and even
go far beyond. White, black and red, besides being considered
the most important colors, also represent the fundamental
principles governing the cosmos. This is according to Victor
Turner, an authoritative Scottish anthropologist.
These three colors “provide a primordial classification
of reality “. They are not simply perceived qualities, but
“experiences common to all humanity” as archetypal “forces”,
“biologically, psychologically and logically leading to social
classifications, clans, sex totems, and everything else.”
Culturally, the colors black, white and red precede
and determine the way in which human life is lived.
Evidently, for Turner, culture and color science, are
absolutely separate. In this perspective, on one hand, colors
are involved with light, reflection, optics and nerves; on the
other hand, they have something to do with the world itself.
They are the world.
Only in a world view reduced to purely physical
phenomena, can black be considered a non-color, the absence
of color, a deprivation of light. This privative definition of
black ignores the fact that black appears in full light in natural
pigments and other phenomena from coal and obsidian to
blackberries and the eyes of animals.
As regards the meaning of black, once again negative,
and returning to Africa, it is worth remembering that, when
the first English sailors saw the natives on the shores of the
ocean they called these people “black.” Not naked, not wild,
not pagan but black. Once so named, these people began to
assume all the meanings implied in that term.
The English term “white” to characterize an ethnic
group was coined for the first time in 1604, after the Africans
were perceived as “blacks”.
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The moralization and the contrast between white and
black continues to this day in English, where white means
good and black mean bad.
That’s why I chose to represent Africa through the
color black, because I disagree.
In design and fashion, the color black charms
everyone and is synonymous with elegance, sophistication,
class, luxury, creativity and modernity while at the same time
it represents tradition and non-conventionality. It’s easy to
combine it and produce sensations of perspective and depth.
Emphasizing the relationship of the figure with space
and vice versa. It’s as if space opens up to leave room for the
person, it simply becoming thicker to draw the perimeter,
define the silhouette. It isn’t perceived as a subtraction but,
on the contrary, as a sum of colors and meanings.
The existentialists marked an important stage.
They completely adopted black in their high neck
sweaters that represented zero degrees, the rejection of
superstructures, in their black jackets, which gave the name
to the blousons noirs, the youngsters themselves wearing
them.
Yet it was in the late 1980s that everything really
changed. With the arrival in Paris of Japanese designers
Yamamoto, Miyake, Comme des Garçons, the language of
fashion was overturned and redefined. Black took on a new
meaning and once again became a symbol of elegance and
purity. It came to represent a distinction between learned
aesthetics and the more inexperienced and sometimes
coarse aesthetics which place color in the center. So much
so, that some social categories permanently changed their
style by suffocating any chromatic exuberance and utterly
transforming their wardrobes.
In the African suite black is dominant, perhaps
unexpectedly, not as a concept but as a stylistic effect and
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this allowed me, paradoxically, to highlight the textures of
the very few colorful things I did use. The result is obviously
far from representing Africa through colonial metaphors and
their plentiful use of nomadic, dust-proof, fold-up furnishings
and can easily be loaded on top of all-terrain vehicles.
The idea that Africa can above all be imagined as
somewhere suitable for hordes of wealthy hunters or well-off
timewasters wearing beige clothing was precisely the one I
wanted to avoid.
I hoped to awaken a more intense, deeper and
archetypal meaning linked with the African skin color in its
more elegant sense, stripped of moralistic and shortsighted
meanings regurgitated by selfish colonialism concerned only
with what we created in the past. Black used as a code of
elegance and exclusivity as an alternative to the joyous and
fantastical storyline in the suite dedicated to Brazil.
The contrast between two languages, perhaps
interchangeable, is the most enjoyable aspect of the two
suites, the two possible endings for the story of a red coffee
bean that travels halfway around the world to give substance
to the marvelous adventure of an Italian family that has built
its dream-house.
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Music for Millennials and Baby boomers
Over the last few years, I have been busy creating
a series of audio and video equipment I have personally
designed and produced with the intention of defining a new
“social” trend for new generation devices.
This is an ambitious and rather bold initiative which I
am undertaking thanks to the youthful enthusiasm of my son
Zeno who fortunately belongs to the “Millennials”, the group
of future purchasers, especially of technological products.
I have set up with him a specific company, linked with
a number of “manufacturers of excellence” in Italy, that aims
to market, without commercial intermediaries, a series of
products designed by me. It is a challenge that by no means
aims to annoy the giants of consumer technology but rather
to reiterate the primacy of “Made in Italy” in the quality field.
These items belong to the “Boohmbox” line: a
series of “social devices” designed to amplify the potential
of “personal devices” such as smartphones, tablets, mp3
players, video game consoles and interactive TV systems.
They are intended to offer the highest quality in terms
of audio and video performance alongside paradoxical design
which is both ironic and functional.
Design, materials and finishes have uncompromising
professional quality. They are enjoyable and “social” objects,
conceptually new and created for connoisseurs, from
Millennials to Baby boomers; they will be promoted on the
market through alternative channels.
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Declaration of intents
The “Boohmbox” brand is clearly inspired by the
Boombox developed by Philips, the inventor of the audio
tape cassette that in 1966 proposed the first portable radio/
cassette player having dimensions and performance in line
with the market of that times.
The name of our brand has an “h” after the double
“oo”.
“OOH” in media language means “out of home.”
That extra “h,” in fact, is a statement of intent and
implies a rather complex design approach. The “OOH”
includes all communication activities out of home, outside
the home theater.
This characterization demands that outdoor
equipment be compatible with adverse weather conditions
by having functional and safety features superior to standard
products available on the consumer market.
Cultural and international context
The boombox, in the 1970-80s, was indisputably
responsible for the growth of Hip Hop.
In the golden age, associated with New Era caps,
baggy pants, oversized t-shirts and basketball shoes, it really
did inspire a trend.
Its extinction coincided with the massive spread of
the Walkman and the beginning of the era of listening to
music with headsets.
Accompanying the global success of this new listening
mode, was the scene of the film “La Boum “ (The Party or
Ready for Love in English) by Claude Pinoteau, where a young
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Sophie Marceau, in the leading role of Vic, wore headphones
in the middle of a party, together with her boyfriend, listening
to romantic music only from a Walkman.
The noisy boombox, from then on, gave way to the
first mass produced personal device, the first Walkman, that
allowed young people to isolate themselves with their own
music.
In hindsight, the boombox encouraged socializing
while the Walkman fostered isolation. Two attitudes which,
without too much conflict, co-exist within the Internet
Generation or the Millennials, born between the 1980s and
the early 2000s, those who have had the opportunity to
access the online network and online start-up and therefore,
according to sociologists, are strongly oriented towards
exchange and sharing – albeit in isolation from the physical
context.
While proceeding with my “Boohmbox” project, it
became increasingly apparent that the outcome would be a
new device very useful for brands and institutions but quite
distant from the logic of the original 1980s concept that
encouraged young people to buy it for parties.
That’s why I wanted to come up with an extremely
easy-to-use and accessible device, nonetheless equipped with
up-to-date technologies.
The market has forgotten the high fidelity of sound
As far as I am concerned, the decision to design
a new interpretation of the original boombox, while also
exploring the interactions with the world of images and
telecommunications, coincides with the discovery that the
market, especially over the last decade with the massive
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use of compressed formats such as MP3 and WMA, has
considerably down-graded Hi-Fi sound. In this scenario,
the technology industry, which has become a leader in the
development of wireless multimedia broadcasting, has
forgotten how to produce complete audiovisual equipment
with the correct balance between the two components.
The result is that the quality of video images is much
higher than the quality of sound.
Whether they have small or large screens, are carried
in bags or pockets, worn on wrists or arms or installed on
streets or in train stations, audio never has the same quality
level video images despite the fact that data transmission
speeds can support both equally and simultaneously.
The after-sales market has been trying to fix this
problem by crowding the market with ever-smaller or everbigger headphones, offering remarkable quality, as well as
equally expensive speakers yet still with significantly inferior
quality. To cover these expenses, apart from the consumer
market, it was the world of communication that, starved
of quality and on all occasions of contact with the public,
was forced to assemble multimedia contraptions to include
separate audio, video and telecommunication components.
While these were bulky and unreliable, they were also
constantly required to deal with compatibility problems and
complex cabling.
Five guests around the house
The Atelier has prototypes of 5 different types of
“BoohmBox”.
Two of them integrate audio and video into one
device, while three are specific for music.
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We’re talking about: a large movie theater with
a smaller brother, a flying saucer as powerful as those in
nightclubs; a powerful, lightweight and portable audio device
and a thin and powerful sound bar.
BBX66
The BBX66 was designed starting from the idea that it
would be placed outdoors and therefore would be subject to
considerable wear and tear. Inasmuch, it had to be resistant
to water and accidental bumps. It also had to be light enough
to be transported and yet heavy enough not to flip over at
maximum volume.
It was intended only to have the power cable and the
Bluetooth audio port.
The BBX66 comprises an aluminum box with two
lobes with to two cushions on the back that soften the
support; the main body is enclosed by a metal mesh which
protects the light alloy speakers from shocks.
The soft curve between the two cylinders that
characterize it suggests the possibility of being carried on
one’s shoulder.
The shell is scratched aluminum, treated to give it a
well-used look.
This treatment is obviously only possible if the
thickness of the metal allows it.
In this case, the three millimeter thickness of the
metal is more than enough.
Choosing such a solid case distances itself from all
devices that marketed for home use and designed to be
looked at and not touched.
The front metal mesh can be subjected to any kind of
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rough treatment without any consequences except in coming
to look even more worn like the outside shell.
The choice of natural leather for the back cushions
softens the rough image of the BBX66 and gives it the status
of a quality item, reiterated by the leather strap attached to
the two ends. Yet this is not the only version.
The ability to customize exists as in all things I design,
and the BBX66 is a marvelous opportunity to uphold this
tradition.
In the Atelier project, guests - especially international
ones - will enjoy a unique sensory experience immersed in
the tastes and flavors of “Made in Italy.” For the two suites,
I conceptualized two different versions in keeping with
the furnishings associated with the two lands where coffee
originates.
In this case, the new and different fabrics for the
cushions, the front mask and the belt significantly characterize
the appearance of the BBX66.
BBX Soundboard
The BBX Sound Board is a high-power, self-amplified
Hi-Fi audio speaker system.
The astonishingly compact design incorporates Wi-Fi
and Bluetooth, two amplifiers and five speakers of different
sizes.
It is tall and narrow to reduce space and make sure
it distributes high and medium tones above the head of the
audience.
The remarkable power, with the consequent impact
of the loudspeakers, alongside the low depth, contrast
significantly with the support of the wall that ensures stability
and safety for the system.
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This requirement lies behind the idea of the object’s
shape. A board leaning against the wall, touching it at the
very top, with rubberized base on the floor just enough away
from the wall itself to ensure stability.
I designed my music board to be robust and stable;
the only constraint imposed on audio technicians was that
the internal volume had to be at least 200 liters. To hold
the perceived thickness of the profiles at around 12 cm
while upholding technical indications, I had to move the
loudspeakers forward. This expedient, in fact, heightens the
character of the main face of the board.
The perfectly circular profile of the speakers of all
dimensions pushes the jersey block on the four-sided profile
of the perimeter outwards.
The aesthetic result is that my tall and narrow “bar of
soap”, seems to have protruding circular bodies, mysteriously
expanding from the top to the bottom.
For scenic requirements, I chose red as the obvious
color for the fabric, which is identical to that of the aluminum
profile surrounding and protecting the object.
On the bottom, to optically and structurally detach
the four-sided red figure from the floor, I mounted the
chrome-plated cart of a longboard and fitted it with yellow
wheels. Functionally speaking, when it is in the rest position,
the wheels are locked and they provide delicate support for
the board; when tilted, the wheels unlock and make the case
easier to move.
The wheels soften the image of the product and in
addition enhance the “nomadic nature” that all the objects in
the “Boohmbox” line have.
BBX Home Cinema e BBX Cinema Studio
From the new Apple TV to the PlayStation and all the
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other devices in the Android world, the market offers new
operating systems and amazing ways to interact within these
increasingly rich ecosystems.
BBX Cinema and Home Cinema are professional
terminals which support these concepts.
They are contemporary and classic at one and the
same time. They are easy to interpret in terms of image and
absolute function for all new proposals of the technology
industry, depending on what and with which “apps” we
choose to see.
Associated with new entertainment devices having
BBX HC/CS, you can explore the endless, buzzing digital
network to access movies, TV programs or even console
games. You can also connect to satellite networks and
personal or professional multimedia.
Their outlines are dictated by the thickness of the
screen and its dimensions.
The speakers extend the screen on both sides.
In the aesthetics of both models, the rich leather
handle plays a decisive role that recall of those great old
trunks used by wealthy travelers doing the Grand Tour.
In terms of quality, we are talking about maximum
professional levels. The screen is 4K and audio is esoteric,
capable of reproducing extremely low bass, starting from 35
Hz, all the way up to the highest frequencies of 22 KHz.
These features place this equipment in the high-end
category or rather the highest end of audio/video products.
Power naturally changes while maintaining the same
generous footprint in both models from 1000 Watts for the
“Cinema” version to 400 Watts for the “Home” model.
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The high-performance speakers we chose,
proportionally for the two models, cannot be reduced in
size, and above all, the volume of the air they cause to vibrate
cannot be reduced.
This brought about the idea of making the silhouette
visible through the protective fabric that extrudes their
imprint both on the front and back. The result is a soft and
elegant panel from which images and sounds emerge with
unexpected quality and strength. We call this the “pushforward” effect and it unites a great deal of the equipment in
the “Boohmbox” line.
BBX Disco Volante
The “Disco Volante” is a disc-shaped, built-in audio
and lighting system.
It is comprises two symmetrical, mirrored half-shells
on a horizontal lighted plane. It is three meters in diameter
and has a light alloy tubular structure covered in stretchy
material which can be personalized. It is a neoprene coupled
with a high-strength lycra that allows the speaker’s circular
shape to be glimpsed by leveraging the “push-forward” effect
used in many devices in this line.
Hanging from the ceiling with a large hole in the
center, it has everything needed to play music and spread
lights without cluttering and wiring on the ground.
The streamlined BBX Disco Volante measuring just
6 x 33 cm impressively houses twelve speakers, three stereo
amplifiers and a latest-generation Wi-Fi device that allows
independent audio wiring and intelligent matching to similar
devices.
It is capable of producing the lowest level bass sounds
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starting from 35hz, up to the highest frequency levels from
22Khz all the way up to the imposing power of 2000 watt.
Its overhead position means that the speakers can be
oriented to cover the entire space below without shadows
or physical impediments, thereby ensuring optimal listening
over 50 and 100 square meters depending on the ground
level.
Its outer perimeter is equipped with an RGB LED
band which can provide a virtually infinite series of colors to
achieve any ambience desired.
The inner perimeter holds twelve LED lamps
controlled by software that allows separate and synchronized
operation of the switching on-off and the intensity of the
lighting fixtures.
The only input cable is the power cable; the lights
and the audiovisual systems are managed and controlled by
remote access through wireless transmission of content and
bright effects.
A motor connected to the three slim cables that
suspend the object allows height from the ground to be
modified in relation to use.
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In this large windowed space, on the two opposing sides twenty meters apart,
I arranged two seating areas on two different carpets. They are intended to give
guests the chance to choose, based on taste or mood, where they will sit to chat
or relax.
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Resting on a red carpet that was recalling a print by Frank Shepard Fairey, are two
chairs designed at the beginning and middle of last century by two great masters
of European design.
They are both Chesterfields and recall the classical model of Edwardian England,
take up by Renzo Frau in the first catalog of 1912 that took inspiration from the
sofas and armchairs found in great numbers in the clubs and English country
houses in those years
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The perhaps stark appearance of the paintings with their gilt frames is offset by
more confidential details such as the absence of lavish chandeliers, or the simple
marble table with yellow lacquered legs and the chairs with upholstery in the same
color.
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The table was made by using two marvelous slabs of book-matched marble
supported by a sturdy seven-meter long metal structure. The legs are placed at the
ends to lighten overall impact.
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The chairs set around the table invite everyone to look each other in the eye and
collaborate. Working together as a group to share experience and knowledge and
acknowledging everyone at the same level is a clear message which cannot be
misinterpreted.
Even the chandelier, with its arms stretching out to all the sides of the table,
provides light to each person without distinction and without privileges.
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I avoided any reference to the meeting rooms or TV rooms typical of certain
hotels, since they are often very sad and totally unsuitable to the style of our mood.
Rather, I thought that, during such activities, we generally want to feel comfortable.
The ideal place is normally an armchair at home.
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In the background of the studio, looking eastward, there is a globe almost two
meters in diameter where firm land, seas and oceans are drawn.
There are no borders drawn nor even names of cities on this globe.
Our old planet is a beautiful thing all on its own.
During the day, it is completely illuminated and in the evening, following the logic
of astronomy, it receives light from the side of the sun that illuminates it by nature.
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The laboratory has to be the most amazing location in this journey.
It is reached from the upper floors by a side door, entering an area with four
elegant green leather sofas as the main features arranged in front of a wall of plants
that acts as the backdrop for briefings and everything else that will happen in this
well-illuminated space.
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In the eyes of the beholder, an overwhelmingly technological environment
will appear and all the guests will have the opportunity to chat with the tutor
through an audio-video link that allows multimedia applications and even remote
connections.
There is no color in this room; all surfaces are in metal or glass to inspire cleanliness
and thoroughness.
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My goal was to contextualize the aroma of coffee into the world of perfumes.
Within the Atelier, sensory perception is located in the laboratory complex and is
a functional part of it.
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In the changing rooms I introduced a formal tone inspired by thermal spas
through the use of alternative formats and ways of converting classic shapes of
basins into objects with different purposes and functions.
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The Atelier has a secret room. A room allowing access only to a selected few.
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In the Brazilian suite, I thought it would be a fine idea to find a way to turn the
daybed in a piece of furniture like a hammock. Hanging from the ceiling by multicolored straps, I felt this solution to more consistent with the spirit I wanted to
infuse in this open space.
The straps secured to beams of the ceiling reaching down to the base of the bed
were inspired by the bracelets that decorate the wrists of Brazilians and their
guests in the crowds on ocean beaches.
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It’s impossible to talk about Brazil and not think about its legendary beaches and
gorgeous avenues separating them from inhabited areas.
I chose two of them - Copacabana and Ipanema – the two beaches separated by
the stones of Arpoador, the surfers beach, to create the decoration for the two
round rugs placed in front of the day-bed and in the living area of the suite.
Set against these colorful furnishings are the black and white graphic motifs which
I felt were the best way to add something extra to the story while enhancing the
comfort of the suite.
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A large flag table completes the room’s amenities. Yellow and green paint along a
wall of bricks creates a fine contrast of colors and materials.
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In Brazil many objects are created by giving a second life to others.
The practice of reuse, which I mentioned earlier, is common here, even more so
than the recycling often required of advanced industrial processes.
That’s why I thought about creating a compound object from something created
in Brazil and loved by many people – and not just Brazilians.
I created a chandelier using hundreds of colorful votive ribbons.
The ribbons I used were souvenirs from the church “Nosso Senhor do Bonfim”
in Salvador de Bahia.
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In the Ethiopian suite I favored the use of black. Black is the base color of the
large bed, the large wall cabinet built-into the entrance, the leather sofa and lamp
attached to it are also black.
The only concession to color is found in a handful of secondary furnishing
elements such as pillows, some accessory seats and the flag table also present in
this suite near the entrance.
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I’m personally fascinated by African ornaments, in particular their importance for
various tribes and the diversity of styles, from the smallest to the most spectacular.
Their uses differ from people to people but the common denominator is their
function of seduction. This is why I sought to evoke this in the chandelier installation, bearing in mind that the Latin term “se-ducere” literally means “to lead
oneself” but also to “lead oneself off the straight path”.
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From the new Apple TV to the PlayStation and all the other devices in the
Android world, the market offers new operating systems and amazing ways to
interact within these increasingly rich ecosystems.
BBX Cinema and Home Cinema are professional terminals which support these
concepts.
They are contemporary and classic at one and the same time. They are easy to
interpret in terms of image and absolute function for all new proposals of the
technology industry, depending on what and with which “apps” we choose to see.
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The “Disco Volante” is a disc-shaped built-in audio and lighting system.
It is three meters in diameter and has a light alloy tubular structure covered in
stretchy material which can be personalized.
Hanging from the ceiling with a large hole in the center, it has everything needed
to play music and spread lights without cluttering and wiring on the ground.
Its outer perimeter is equipped with an RGB LED band which can provide a
virtually infinite series of colors to achieve any ambience desired.
The inner perimeter holds twelve LED lamps controlled by software that allows
separate and synchronized operation of the switching on-off and the intensity of
the lighting fixtures.
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The BBX Sound Board is a high-power, self-amplified Hi-Fi audio speaker
system.
The astonishingly compact design incorporates Wi-Fi and Bluetooth, two
amplifiers and five speakers of different sizes.
It is tall and narrow to reduce space and make sure it distributes high and medium
tones above the head of the audience.
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The BBX66 was designed starting from the idea that it would be placed outdoors
and therefore would be subject to considerable wear and tear. Inasmuch, it had
to be resistant to water and accidental bumps.
The BBX66 comprises an aluminum box with two lobes with to two cushions on
the back that soften the support; the main body is enclosed by a metal mesh which
protects the light alloy speakers from shocks.
The soft curve between the two cylinders that characterize it suggests the
possibility of being carried on one’s shoulder.
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